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Neb.Rev.Stat. §60-301(6)(b) (1990 Cum.Supp.) provides for a trailer to be defined as a farm trailer when used by the farmer or rancher to carry his or her own agricultural products, livestock and produce to or from storage and market. Neb.Rev.Stat. §60-301(7)(b) (1990 Cum.Supp.) provides for a motor vehicle to be defined as a farm truck when used by farmer or rancher to carry his or her own agricultural products, livestock and produce to or from storage or market.

In the issue presented, there is no question that the trees cut for milling qualify as agricultural products. Neb.Rev.Stat. §60-301(1) (1990 Cum.Supp.) includes forestry within the definition of an agricultural product. The problem with allowing the miller
to plate his trucks and trailers with farm plates is that the miller is by the situation presented not a farmer, and thereby does not qualify to use the farm plates.

Black’s Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition, defines a farmer as: "One engaged in the business of cultivating land or employing it for the purpose of husbandry." The miller presented in the instant case is in the business of processing and not growing trees and therefore does not qualify as a farmer who may register his trucks and trailers as farm plated vehicles. The truck-trailer combination motor vehicle would be defined as a commercial trailer under §60-301(4) (1990 Cum.Supp.) and a commercial vehicle under §60-301(5) (1990 Cum.Supp.) and would be plated accordingly.

However, if a miller was cutting and hauling trees for processing at his/her mill from land that the miller owned, then the truck and/or trailer could be registered with farm plates. The miller would meet the definition of a farmer by cultivating his/her land for the purpose of husbandry.

Finally, a truck and/or trailer is properly licensed with farm plates when the truck and/or trailer is used by the farmer exclusively to carry his/her own supplies, Neb.Rev.Stat. §§60-301(6)(a) and 60-301(7)(a) (1990 Cum.Supp.). For example, a miller may use his/her farm plated truck and/or farm plated trailer to transport fertilizer to the miller’s farm for application on the land growing the miller’s trees.
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